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Abstract—The Digital economy is based on conﬁdence in
its trustworthiness. Blockchain distributed consensus provides
a reliable and trustful network for ﬁnancial and non-ﬁnancial
transactions. Blockchain-based electric vehicles (EVs) charging
applications beneﬁt blockchain features to provide automated
and veriﬁable services for EV charging market. Requirements for
feasible charging operation and privacy concerns are challenging
issues with blockchain-based EV charging approaches. To provide
a feasible charging ability and preserve EV owner’s privacy, we
introduce EVChain. The EVChain is a trustful and decentralized
platform based on blockchain technology to share charging
credits in the EV charging market. To share credits, the main
blockchain in EVChain is connected to one or more subnetwork
blockchains. We introduce an interconnection position to preserve
EV owners’ privacy with k-anonymity protection. We simulate
and evaluate the privacy protection it provides, based on an
example EV charging scenario.
Index Terms—Blockchain, Electric vehicles, Credit sharing, kanonymity, Anonymization

I. I NTRODUCTION
Electric vehicles (EVs) are an important step toward green
and smart cities. Their commercial success depends on the
development of charging infrastructure that is accessible, inexpensive, and reliable. Distributed energy resources in the
smart grid open new opportunities for EV charging platforms.
Furthermore, blockchain technology provides new features for
liberalizing EV charging markets in the smart grid. Cost negotiation, ﬁnding the cheapest charging station, and providing
an automatic and reliable payment mechanism are feasible
with blockchain-based technology. Independently, all nodes in
a blockchain system hold their own copy of the blockchain
ledger, and the current known state is calculated by processing
each transaction as it appears [1]–[3]. Blockchain technology
provides a veriﬁable and immutable data storage and contract
initiation in a market where charging stations are owned by
various operators [4].
Blockchain-based charging systems change the traditional
energy market toward peer-to-peer (P2P) transactions by introducing new payment mechanisms. For instance, Blockcharge1
1 https://thefuturescentre.org/signals-of-change/16594/prototypeblockchain-electric-vehicle-charging-and-billing-system
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Fig. 1. A typical blockchain-based application for EV charging.

is a prototype blockchain-based charging, authentication, and
payment solution for the EV charging market. Fig. 1 depicts
a typical blockchain-based EV charging system. Typically,
in these solutions beside the blockchain an EV charging
application is used to communicate with the interface. Due
to the diversity of energy resources in the smart grid, an
application provider can be a third party rather than the electric
utility itself. Due to capacity limitation, the number of EV
charging operations is much more compared to getting gas
in a same distance. Therefore, charging ability is a critical
requirement for EVs in the view of accessibility and credit.
On the other hand, the intersection of blockchain and
privacy is a concern for EV owners. Long-term analysis of EV
charging information available in a blockchain could be used
for user proﬁling. It may expose the user’s driving patterns
and whereabouts that could be used for criminal or ﬁnancial
purposes (e.g., sending appropriate ads) [5]. Some solutions
use the off-chain mechanism to address these issues. The offchain mechanism addresses the privacy issue by creating a bior unidirectional transaction channel between two parties in
a blockchain. This mechanism helps cope with the scalability
problem of blockchain. Despite the beneﬁts of the off-chain
mechanism to preserve privacy and decrease transaction fees
(e.g., in Bitcoin), it has its limitations, namely limited channel
capacity, data privacy in payment transaction routing, and the

cost of opening and closing channels [5].
To provide a feasible charging ability, we propose EVChain
for privately sharing charging credits between EV owners. It
allows credit sharing within a group of owners and preserves
an individual group member’s privacy with k-anonymity protection. It exploits the decentralized nature of blockchain, in
which the transactions are distributively logged and veriﬁable.
Basically, EVChain is a hybrid blockchain framework consisting of a main blockchain for billing and payment and one or
more subnetwork blockchains for credit sharing. We introduce
an interconnection, called bridge, to interconnect the main
blockchain and its subnetworks. The bridge separates transactions in the main blockchain from those in its subnetworks
and provides anonymization.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We introduce EVChain, a trustful and decentralized
blockchain-based EV charging platform to share charging
credits. To handle credit sharing transactions in the subnetwork blockchain, we present a new block, called local
block. It has an extra header to manage credit sharing
activities.
• The interconnection role of the bridge is introduced
to provide k-anonymity protection. A simulation of
EVChain is done performed to analyze its performance
and evaluate the privacy-preserving.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes preliminary concepts. Section III explains the
architecture of EVChain as well as the bridge functions and
the structure of local block. Implementation and transaction
handling are discussed in Section IV. Privacy preserving
attributes are evaluated in Section V. Finally, our conclusions
and discussion of future work are found in Section VI.
II. P RELIMINARY
A. Off-chain and hybrid blockchains
It has been shown that a blockchain cannot process more
transactions than a single node can. Solutions that have been
proffered to address the scalability limitation of blockchain
are: increasing the size of block to handle more transactions
(e.g., Bitcoin Cash), processing transactions off the blockchain
(e.g., off-chaining process) and then writing them to the
blockchain over intervals, and merging the mining power of
several chains.
In off-chain processing, a.k.a. transaction channel, two
parties perform several P2P payments without committing
transactions to the Bitcoin shared ledger [5]. To this end, one
party opens a payment channel by instantiating an escrow account with the receiver and deposits some Bitcoins by adding
a transaction to the blockchain. With this payment channel,
they perform several off-chain bi- or unidirectionally payments
by locally agreeing on the new distribution of the deposit
balance. Eventually, when the payment channel is closed, the
payment parties perform another Bitcoin transaction to add
the ﬁnal balances to the blockchain [5], [6]. The on/off-chain
mechanism enables deploying only the on-chain process onto

the blockchain. This conserves the resources of the blockchain
and hides the sensitive information involved in the off-chain
transactions from the public [7].
To extend the P2P payment channel, local rebalances are
used by the subnetworks within the blockchain network. As
the payment networks, these subnetworks allow payments to
be made between parties that are not at the same moment
connected by a payment channel. These linked payments
create a chain of payment channels as intermediate links
between two parties that wish to transact with each other offchain [8]. Although the payment networks address the inability
of a payment channel to refund the balance without performing
transactions on the blockchain with no need to open a new
payment channel or conduct an on-chain transaction, the
trustworthy issues are considerable with the payment network.
Blockchain systems are of two major types: public and
private. In a public blockchain any node can join and leave the
system, while in a private blockchain there is an access control
mechanism to authenticate and authorize the nodes. Thus, the
identity of each node in a private blockchain is known by
the other nodes [9]. In other words, a node’s activities in a
private blockchain are only visible and limited to authenticated
nodes. A hybrid blockchain is a combination of public and
private blockchains and exhibits characteristics of both with
the consensus process being controlled by known, privileged
servers. Since the copies of the blockchain are only distributed
among entitled participants, the hybrid blockchain is only
partly decentralized [10].
B. K-anonymity
K-anonymity is a well-known and widespread privacy preserving method for achieving anonymity. It guarantes that in a
set of k similar objects, the target object is not distinguishable
from the other k −1 objects [11]–[13]. Thus, the probability to
identify the target user is 1/k [14]. The degree of anonymity
depends on the number of members in the anonymity group
(k) and the adversary’s knowledge. Practically, k-anonymity
approaches require a trusted center to operate the privacy
server. The privacy server acts as the anonymizer and modiﬁes
the initial data by applying the operations of data suppression
or value generalization [14], [15].
To measure the anonymity level provided by the anonymity
process, information entropy can be used for anonymity group.
If we consider each individual in an anonymity model of X as
an information point, H(x) shows its entropy value. Suppose
pi is the probability of identifying the ith individual in the
anonymity set with k members; then:
H(x) = −

k


pi log2 (pi )

(1)

i=1

The maximum entropy, HM , of a k-anonymity set is
achieved when all k individuals have the same probability
measure of 1/k to be identiﬁed. Therefore:
HM = log2 (k)

(2)

The information that an adversary can achieve with an attack
on this anonymity set can be expressed as:
HM − H(x)
HM

(3)

which is normalized by dividing by HM [13]. Based on
this, anonymity degree is deﬁned by Diaz et al. [16] as:
d=1−

H(x)
HM − H(x)
=
HM
HM

(4)

An anonymity degree of d represents the anonymizing level
of the anonymity model and is a value between 0 and 1, (0 ≤
d ≤ 1). An anonymity model has a minimum value of the
anonymity degree (d = 0) if an individual in the anonymity
set appears to be identiﬁed with the probability of p = 1,
whereas if all individuals have the same probability of being
identiﬁed (p = 1/k), the model has the maximum value of
anonymity degree (d = 1) [13].
III. M ODEL DESCRIPTION
EVChain is a hybrid blockchain with a main blockchain
(MaBC) used by an electric charging application and one
or more subnetwork blockchains (SuBCs) for credit sharing
group(s). Two types of transactions are deﬁned in EVChain:
user-to-server (U2S) transactions in MaBC and user-to-user
(U2U) transactions between EVs in SuBC. By installing the
charging application, the client joins the blockchain (MaBC)
with charging stations and an application server. Each client
is identiﬁed by a unique client-id, as its public key and
necessarily has no relation to its real identity. A genesis
transaction is created by the application server to start the
MaBC blockchain. Any transactions related to the service,
such as purchasing credits, spending credits, updating, and
electric charging are packed in the block after being veriﬁed by
a miner in the MaBC. To create a credit sharing group, a SuBC
is established between the client who purchases the credit and
some EVs. Basically, the SuBC is a subnetwork blockchain
which shares ledger between the members of the credit-sharing
group. We introduce an interconnection role called bridge, to
connect the MaBC and its SuBCs.
A. Bridge
Fig. 2 depicts EVChain and bridge position connecting the
MaBC and the SuBC. In EVChain, a client, who purchases
the charging credit, is able to share it with other EVs in
the credit-sharing group. This client plays an interface role
in EVChain. Since this client simultaneously joins the MaBC
and the SuBC(s), he is called the bridge. In fact, the bridge
is the credit buyer in the MaBC and the credit coordinator in
the SuBC(s). By separating the transactions in the subnetwork
and the main blockchain, the bridge protects the privacy of the
group members as an anonymizer. To this end, he performs
the anonymization process of generalization by eliminating
any identifying links to EV owners in the group. Due to
data anonymization, U2S transactions do not show any private
information about the user (i.e., EV owner’s identity). In

Fig. 2. EVChain model and the interconnection position of the bridge between
MaBC and SuBC.

fact, the bridge is an interpreting position between the MaBC
and the SuBC. To manage credit-sharing, the group members
follow some policies or rules and monitor the credit state. The
rules would depend upon agreements amongst the EV owners
and the current status of those agreements. The credit is jointly
shared between the members of the credit-sharing group. All
access and use events are logged in the shared ledger in
the SuBC with a U2U transaction. On other hand, a new
block consisting of U2S transactions of electricity purchases
is shared simultaneously with the bridge in MaBC.
B. Local block
Basically, in blockchain each block is composed of a header
and a list of transactions. The header consists of the hash
value of the previous block, timestamp, nonce, the hash value
of all transactions in the block, and the hash of the state
after processing the block. To detect any unauthorized data
tampering, blockchain technology offers two levels of integrity
protections. At the ﬁrst level, the global states of the chain are
protected by a hash (Merkle) tree root of all transactions in the
block [9]. The block history is protected at the second level
by chainlike linking to the previous blocks [9], [17].
To handle U2U transactions in the credit-sharing group we
introduce a local block. Each local block has two headers,
viz. a main header and a credit header. As shown in Fig.
3, the credit header has ﬁve parameters. The device management (DMG) parameter shows the EVs registered in the
credit-sharing group and is used as EV-id to distinguish the
group members. The security parameters required for credit
access, such as identity management and access control, are
in the security (SEC) parameter. The charge management ﬁeld
(CMF) parameter controls the negotiated policies required for
charging management. EV owners use these policies to agree
on conditions of credit use, such as access restriction, usage
amount, and utilization priority. The total number of spent

TABLE I
C REDIT UTILIZATION DATA IN CREDIT SHARING GROUP (S U BC)
Date
20190301
20190301
20190302
20190302
20190302
20190303
20190303
20190303
20190303
20190304

Time
07:10
10:26
14:52
18:00
22:06
09:44
11:13
19:30
21:09
17:11

EV-id
EV-2
EV-4
EV-1
EV-2
EV-4
EV-3
EV-2
EV-1
EV-4
EV-4

Usage (KW)
30
16.5
42
28.5
16.5
75
30
40
15
16.5

Credit (KW)
970
953.5
911.5
883
866.5
791.5
761.5
721.5
706.5
690

data (e.g., electric charging manner), Table II is a 4-anonymity
view of Table I.
Fig. 3. Local block structure for U2U transaction.
TABLE II
C REDIT UTILIZATION DATA IN THE APPLICATION BLOCKCHAIN (M A BC)

credits is recorded by the charging trigger function (CTF)
parameter. To manage credit use, we deﬁne a threshold at
which point the access policy will be changed. The threshold
(THR) parameter is self explanatory. When the threshold is
reach, the charging service is available only for the predeﬁned
high priority EV.
IV. I MPLEMENTATION
To implement EVChain, we used and developed the Python
blockchain package provided by E. Alcaide, available on
GitHub2 . In particular, we implemented the bridge node which
interconnects the MaBC to the SuBC(s). Since the main focus
of this implementation was to provide trustful transactions and
a hashed ledger feature, the miner and mining process were not
included. We implemented the bridge to connect and update
both blockchains and evaluate the provided privacy preserving.
The credit header in the local block needs to be initialized
in order to initiate the credit sharing group. They are set as
described in the preceding paragraph.
V. P RIVACY PRESERVING
Credit use for the group is saved in a table and is available
by U2U transactions in the SuBC. Table I shows an example of
this where a credit of 1000KW is shared between four EVs. In
this table, the information of EV’s identity (EV-id), electricity
usage in KW (Usage), the credit balance in KW (Credit) and
the date and time of the charging event (Date and Time) are
recorded for each charging event. To preserve the privacy, the
bridge anonymizes the information of the credit-sharing group
and generates a new table to be shared with the members in
the MaBC. In fact, the data in the new table is a transformed
version of the data of the credit-sharing group in the main table
and is available through U2S transactions in the MaBC. Table
II shows the credit usage information in the service group and
is an anonymous view corresponding to Table I. Assuming that
the number of EVs in the credit-sharing group is available to
the service group members (in MaBC) by linking to external
2 https://github.com/EricAlcaide/pysimplechain

Date
20190301
20190301
20190302
20190302
20190302
20190303
20190303
20190303
20190303
20190304

Time
07:10
10:26
14:52
18:00
22:06
09:44
11:13
19:30
21:09
17:11

Client-id
EVC-112
EVC-112
EVC-112
EVC-112
EVC-112
EVC-112
EVC-112
EVC-112
EVC-112
EVC-112

Usage (KW)
30
16.5
42
28.5
16.5
75
30
40
15
16.5

Credit (KW)
970
953.5
911.5
883
866.5
791.5
761.5
721.5
706.5
690

The data in Table II is anonymized by performing a generalization process on Table I. In this process, the attribute of EV’s
identity (EV-id) in Table I is generalized into client id (Clientid) in Table II. Other attributes are unchanged and Table II
provides information about electric charging events related to
registered client. Individually, there is no information about
the EVs of the credit-sharing group and all electric charging
data is related to the client id, which was registered at the time
of service purchasing (EVC-112 in this example). Therefore,
the privacy of credit sharing members is kept by concealing
their activities by the bridge in the transmitted information.
To measure the provided anonymity, we use the anonymity
degree introduced in Section II. We assume that, based the
side knowledge, the attacker knows the number of EVs in the
credit-sharing group. This could be achieved by ﬁnding a link
between a driver and his/her EV registered with another service and vehicle properties (e.g., battery capacity or charging
speed). The identities of the credit-sharing group members are
unknown to the attacker and there is no link between client
id and EVs in the anonymity set. Based on the Table II, in
the best anonymizing condition, in which the attacker is not
able to distinguish EV drivers, the probability to identify an
EV is 1/4. In the created anonymity set, the anonymity degree
equals to:
4
− i=1 pi log2 pi
H(x)
d=
(5)
=
HM
log2 (4)
In Table II, the maximum anonymity degree (d = 1) is

charging transactions in the blockchain. We showed that this
anonymization model provides an acceptable degree of privacy
protection. In the future, we will implement EVCharge and
evaluate its performance.
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